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Sorry your WAVE is a few days late. Your editor was
enjoying a vacation in beautiful Portugal.  



Speaking of vacations.....

An American in Paris

 Brad and his wife Joy enjoyed a week
in Paris in early April.  

Be sure to send me your vacation photos!!



Member Pride!!

Terry Wilson gets her
Red Badge

Welcome to
Edmonds Rotary

Terry

It's a double Linder
Tuesday. Rob gives his
classification speech

and gets his blue
badge. YAY!!!!



It was a beautiful spring evening
at a 1920s gin

joint...speakeasy...call it
whatever you want...until there

was a MURDER!!! 

Rita Miller 

Adrienne
chats it up

with the
floozy known

as June
Jenkins

Fred Ford and
Evelyn Ellis

looking dapper.

Hazel Turner
and Eugena

Collins 

Warren
Woods

brings his
wife, Irene

Woods to the



These gals
really knocked

back the gin
Ricky's and

Old
Fashioned's 

Lucky
Coleman
gives his

Thursday girl
a squeeze

The hostess - Miss
Libby 



Guests enjoyed a delicious, authentic 1920's dinner, cooked
by the lovely Adrienne. How adorble is she in her Great

Aunt's wedding dress??

Virginia Shaw andJune
Jenkins find a quiet moment

to scheme in the hallway. 



April Speakers

Rita Zawaideh of SCM
Medical Missions

gave an amazing talk
on her work in Syria

with earthquake
victims. A truly

inspiring woman! 

Jeff Renner, a
beloved retired

weather forecaster
from King 5 News,
talked to us about
the health of our

oceans and rivers,
and what we can do

to help. 



These dynamo Rotarians delivered over 70 pairs of
shoes, thanks to the generosity of our club
members. Way to go Service Committee!!!! 

Elise, Suzanne and Libby



Volunteer Fair
Edmonds Waterfront Center 

April 15

Another Amazing event!!



Washington Kids in Transition
Dinner/Auction

April 15

The club had a good showing of
members at the event. 



Students of the month

Rachel Meas and Lucas Urs-Badet (not pictured,
Juliana Gathogo)

Congratulations - we are proud of you!!


